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account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? This radio has been a long time in
the making and the first rumors we heard of the radio started over two years ago. Stryker spent
a long time working with the factory to develop this radio and the goal was to create a SSB radio
that would retain all of the positive aspects of their previous AM radios while offering SSB
stability. One of the biggest complaints about SSB export radios over the years has been issues
with frequency drift during SSB operation. The goal at least as I had heard it was to create a
radio that could perform in all modes and offer the frequency stability that the die hard SSB
crowd demanded. The radio came with a very basic-looking microphone, mounting bracket and
hardware, power cord, and a nicely printed manual. However I did notice right away that there
was no USB programming cable or software included with the radio. I placed a quick email to
Stryker regarding this and they said this was a packing error on the first batch of radios and
that subsequent radios will come with both in the box. Stryker sent out a cable promptly in the
mail and emailed me the software. The software can now be downloaded directly from their

website. Converting the radio for expanded frequency operation requires the removal of a
resistor so tiny it could fit under your fingernail. You have to de-solder this tiny resistor and it
requires a very fine tip soldering iron and some expert eyesight. Prior to conversion the radio
operates in a meter-only mode ham frequencies but after conversion it has a frequency range of
All of the labeling on the radio is back-lit very well and so this radio is very easy to use at night.
The radio also has lighting all the way around the front face of the radio. There are seven colors
to choose from: two greens, two blues, a purple, a red, and a bluish white color. Additionally,
there is also an option for the radio to cycle through all of the colors in a sequence. You can
even adjust the delay between colors in the rotation. As mentioned above, the color display is
almost blinding at night at its highest level but luckily there is a dim switch on the radio. Moving
the switch to the DIM position allows you to then turn the channel knob to select from 31 levels
of dimming. You can set it anywhere between super bright and off. FUNC â€” This function
button allows you to enter the function menu where they are multiple options available. SCAN
â€” Pressing this button enables the radio to scan through the frequencies until it encounters a
signal strong enough to break the squelch. COLOR â€” The button allows to to change the color
of the display or set the radio to a sequenced change of colors. To the right of these three
buttons is the digital meter. To the right of the meter is the start of the knobs, switches, and
microphone jack. This radio has a four-pin microphone jack that is front-facing, which means
the radio may fit better in tight installs where a side microphone jack would cause problems. On
the inside is a variable talkback control. You can set the talkback anywhere you want or turn it
off completely. The talkback works really well without being too loud. I did notice, however, that
sometimes even with the talkback in the off position I was hearing some very faint talkback. The
variable power is on the outside and again you can set it anywhere you like. In the DIM position
a menu option will appear and by turning the channel changing knob you can select the desired
level of dimming. In the PRG position you can program the type of roger beep from five options
and you can also add or delete channels from the scan mode. The ECH is the echo option and
when the switch is moved to this positon the echo is enabled. You still have to set the echo
options using the echo knob controls. Squelch is on the outside. RF gain adjustment is on the
outside. Echo delay is on the outside. Coarse clarifier control is on the outside. You can read
through the Manual for all of the info. I also go through all of these options in detail on my
online video overview. This allows the clarifiers to tune in different increments. Scan â€” Allows
you to add or delete frequencies from the scanning function. I will mention that I tried to get the
radio to talk with the software and was unable to do so â€” I thought this was because my
computer was having some issues at the time. A friend of mine who now owns this particular
radio at a later date also tried to connect with the software and ran into the same issue. I too
purchased a new Stryker SR after owning several Stryker radios. After months of frustrating
attempts at getting the radio to communicate to a PC with standard USB cables, I contacted
Stryker and was told of the mistaken lack of inclusion of the factory USB cable. They sent one
out quickly and I was able to finally connect the radio to my PC. So if your PC is running Vista,
install the Vista driver, Windows 7â€¦ install the windows 7 driver and if your still running XP
install the driver with no association listed. I mentioned to Stryker that the included instructions
to properly load the software were very vague. After setting up the software and installing the
USB cable into the PC, I went into the Stryker software setup tab and set the communications
port to Com 4. There was great fun in generating my own rodger beeps up to 14 tones long with
any note between Hz in the software. I made some short versions of some popular movie
themes and songs. What an awesome radio the Stryker SR is. We have a good base of 11 meter
operators in the S. Pa area still interested in vintage CB radios and, like me, ones that are very
interested in the new feature laden and software driven rigs. Please keep up the great reviews,
we really appreciate it. The receive on the Stryker is excellent, however it does have quite a bit
of background noise similar to the Alpha Max and CRE They easily pick up electrical
interference so if you live near neon signs, lots of power lines etc you may hear more noise in
these radio vs an older Cobra , etc. The SSB receive is great and with no drift after a one minute
warmup the radio stays on frequency and stations sound natural through the speaker. The radio
stays on frequency even during long conversations. The stock microphone on this radio is king.
I tried a variety of microphones and everyone said to put the stock microphone back on the
radio. I got a ton of positive feedback on the air and people asking again and again what kind of
radio I was using. On SSB this thing flat-out rocked the airwaves. SSB audio was punchy, crisp,
loud, clean and natural sounding. When I recorded myself on the air I was pretty amazed at how
nice this radio sounded. I noticed a very slight amount during warm up mins but after that it did
not move at all. The pots inside the radio are all labeled so you can easily see the adjustment
points. However this radio needs very little tuning if any to sound excellent on the air. SSB
Stability â€” People have been complaining for years about the lack of frequency stability on

export radios with the exception of the DX, Magnum and a few others. Generally speaking the
export market has had a ton of radios that were loud on AM and okay on SSB but would drift all
over the place. The new technology being used on the Stryker HP has produced a radio that has
so little drift it is a non-issue and that is a big deal for SSB operators who use export radios. We
know that you can talk around the world on twelve watts but we also know that watts or so is an
ideal number for making more consistent SSB contacts. Controls and Design â€” While many
new radios tend to baffle some of the less technical crowd with menu functions and software
programming, the Stryker radio tried to remain true to its roots. So while the radio can be
programmed and also has options through the menu function, the face of the radio is still very
similar to older exports. Microphone â€” Very rarely is the stock microphone the best option for
any radio but in my testing with various microphones it got the highest marks. So
congratulations to Stryker on figuring out how to make a stock mike sound better on their radio
than any of my power mikes or desk mikes. They have made a radio that out-talks just about all
others in the export market. Seriously it does sound that good on the air. Loud, clean, and
punchy audio that sounds very natural. Disclaimer â€” I make no claims as to how these radios
will sound with the modulation cranked, a power mike added, or after a golden screwdriver has
been inside. For someone who uses their exports radios for a lot of 10 meter use I found this
radio a bit difficult for use. To access the tuning steps you have to go into the menu using the
function button and then set the steps for tuning and then leave the menu mode. With those
other radios you can easily change the tuning steps quickly from the face of the radio with the
push of a button or a knob and I found myself missing that option during operation of the
Stryker. It also lacks the easy split operation of the DX. Oversensitive Receive â€” While the
receive on this radio is excellent is also has some of the same issues the CRE and Alpha Max
have regarding receivers that pick up a lot of extra noise. If you live in a location where you are
already having problems with noisy receive on something like a Cobra , you will not be
improving your situation with this radio. Stryker did something unique with this radio and they
did so by listening to their customer base. The radio was a long time coming but they were able
to blend
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the ease of use and features of the older export radios with the increased power, software
options and frequency stability of the newer radios. Some people have complained that the
different roger beeps, echo and colors make this radio more of a trucker radio than a serious
SSB radio but Stryker knows their customers and they needed to include the right functions for
this radio to appeal to a large market of users. In the end I am inclined to bring up the adage that
there is no such thing as a perfect radio for everyone, but for many export radio fans, if this
radio is in their price range, they are sure to enjoy the strong output and clean SSB audio. I did
alot of web searching and came across this fix, which worked for me. It seems the drivers for
Windows Vista are the ones needed for the device manager to see the USB cable. Remember
me Log in. Lost your password? FREQ â€” Changes frequency and also options in menu
modes. RB â€” Allows you to choose between the different roger beeps.

